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For democracy to work, community is necessary. 
This argumεnt is not obvious. If dεmocracy simply consists in a 
sufficient number of individuals tuming out to vote to gεnerate legitimacy for 
govemments, then thε proposition doεsn’t necessarily hold. But historian 
Robert Wiebe (1 995) argues that the essence of dεmocracy， in America 
at least, is self-rule. 1 think this is true, but the definition of self-rulε 
implicitly asks: what is the self that rulεs and how is it formed? 
Thε democratic self is composεd of two separate but related bodies. 
The first are publics of citizens. The second arε the communitiεs m 
which thεy live. The public concεms the problem of what sort of rule 
should we have as dεmocratic citizens; the community what kind of 
* This paper was presented in the conference he1d by Institute of Communication 
Research, SNU on June 5, 200 1. 
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selvεs are needed as the agents of democracy. 
This essay is centrally concemed with the second half of thε equation: 
how individuals and groups form democratic selves, or identities, and 
under what conditions of life. The answer is that they do so in 
communities, and, as 1 will argue, democratic groups arε more likely to 
form in communities that are integrated through communication. But at 
least a few words about the publics of democracy arε necessary bεfore 
we begin this larger argument. 
My arguments about community assume a strong version of 
democracy that is both dεliberative and participatory, including the 
following normative and practical criteria. Citizens must have the 
opportunity to ddiberate in public to discuss and formulate issues and 
problems that are important to them. These public delibεrations at least 
should have the possibility of leading to the formation of public agendas. 
In other words, public talk is not simply talk among small groups. It is 
talk that, in principlε ， can be directed toward a broader public sphere. 
Public agendas should emerge :from this public sphere, and they should 
be connected with the problems that citizεns raise. And, citizens should 
have the opportunity of participating in, and formulating their solutions. 
Finally, these solutions should be publicized and monitored over time, so 
that citizens can see and decide for themselves whether and how proper 
solutions have been chosen and problems wholly or partly solvεd. If they 
haven’t, then the cycle can bεgin again. 1) 
This vision of strong democracy draws most directly :fr‘om the 
pragmatic philosophy of John Dewey (1 927) and thε critical theory of 
Jrgen Habermas (1962/1989). However, the purpose of this essay is not 
1) 1’m not able to develop these argumεnts further here. See Dewey (1927) and Habermas 
(Habεrmas， 1962 (1989)) for classic statεments of these problems. Barbεr (1984) links 
deliberative democracy to communications media, as does Abramson (1992; 1988). The 
best sεcondary accounts of these issues come from Bohman (1996; 1997). And Habεrmas 
(1996; 1998) himsεlf has systεmatically rεsynthesized the problem of thε public sphεre 
and deliberative democracy in the light of his theory of communicative action. 
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to dεbatε this vision. Rathεr it is to explorε the sεcond half of my central 
claim: that for this vision of democracy to be plausiblε ， community is 
necessary. 
Why community in general? Deliberative democracy inherεntly takεs 
place between people (it is intersubjective). Further it is grounded in 
mutual discussion (or discursive). This mutual discussion could, in 
theoI‘y, be limitεd to individuals or small networks of individuals that do 
not form larger social groups. But discussion restricted to individuals or 
small groups does not reach the critical mass necessary for publics to 
form. And publics are necεssary for dεmocratic discussion to rise above 
the level of simple talk if problems are to be publicly formulated and 
resolved. Discussion among individuals is necessary, but not sufficient 
for the formation of a vital deliberative democracy 
The groups and nεtworks that give rise to this kind of public talk do 
not form easily or at random. They emerge from communitiεs. As 1 will 
argue, particular kinds of communities makε this kind of intergroup and 
cross-network communication more likely and allow the results of 
discussion in smaller, more limited communication networks to flow to 
the center of public discussion, or the larger public spherε. That is to 
say, communities in which there are rich, cross-cutting networks of 
association and public discussion are more likely to formulate real 
problems, find solutions, apply and test those solutions, learn from them, 
and to correct them if they arε flawed: in short, to rule themselves, or 
work democratically 
The task of this article is to 단ame a mid-range theory of thε kinds of 
communities that work in this way, and to offer a sketch of what kind of 
empirical resεarch program might allow us to discover the key 
comparative dimεnsions of such communities and the range of variation 
within thosε dimensions. 1 call communities that allow for the formation of 
robust dεmocratic networks communicatively-integrated, so this is, in thε 
first placε a (beginning) theory of communicative-intεgrated community. 1 
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furthεr argue that the best approach for srudying whether and how 
communities are communicatively-integrated is through thεir communication 
ecologies, defined initia11y, as thε range of communication activitiεs that 
li띠ι networks of individuals, groups, and institutions in a spεcific 
community domain. 
To establish a larger framework for understanding communicative-
integration, 1 draw from Jrgen Habermas’s theory of communicativε 
action, particularly his two-level construction of 끄훨표얄뀔 and system_ 
(Habermas 1981 (1987)). This distinction will be taken up in detail 
below but here wε can say that the lifeworld represents those social 
arenas in which culrure, personality, and institutional 1εgitimacy arε 
formed through communicative action. It is both a world of lived 
experience, and the arena of social intεgration through which individuals, 
groups, and institutions are knit together. The system level, on thε other 
hand, is composed of those arenas in which integration does not take 
place through communication, but rather through money and power, 
conventionally the economic and political systems. 
A central thesis of this article is that all communities lie at the 
intersection, or in Habermas’s term, at the seam of system and lifiεworld 
(Habermas 1981 (1 987)). Political and εconomic forces lying above the 
community level shape the basic opportunities for communities to achiεvε 
the fu11est possibliε democratic and communicative-integration. Macro-
economic forces determining the location of businεsses have profound 
consequences for local structures of employment, racial segregation, and 
housing, to name only a few. These same forces shape the local political 
strucrure. At the same time, local politics are determined by state and 
federal law, administrative regulation, and fiscal policy, as wε11 as 
national party politics. In short, the overa11 democratic opportunities for 
any given community are circumscribed by its location in these larger 
political and economic systems. 
At the same time, thε structure of communication in any given 
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community, 1 argue, εxplains a great deal of the remaining variance in a 
community’s capacity for democratic action. Communities have different 
capacities for responding to similar sets of system levε1 constraints, and 
1 argue that these can be explained through the degree of communicative 
integration. This, in tum, is a function of how robustly the lifìεworld 
functions at the local level, and of thε degree to which problems and 
lssues genεrated from it can bε thematized as larger public issues. 
The structure of this article, then, is as follows. First, 1 discuss the 
concept of community that we start with, looking at i엽 use in sociology 
and communication through the examination of three central subconcepts: 
integration, social networks, and solidarity. 
Sεcond， 1 introducε thε theory of communicative action to propose 
somε ways that we need to begin to rethink some of the foundations of 
communication thεory. While this theoretical argument can only be 
suggestεd hεrε ， the central tεnant is that communication is the central 
system of action that binds togεthεr many diffìεrεnt types of social actors 
and groups. Further, this system of communicative action operates across 
the multiple levels of lifeworld and system. In a post-industrial society, 
communicative action becomes the central medium for the rεproduction 
of lifeworld, the realm of social solidarity that we associate with earlier 
forms of community. But, at the samε time, the economic and political 
systems come to depεnd on othεr forms of information and communication 
that both depεnd on the lifeworld and systematically disrupt it. 
Third, 1 argue that community today is constituted by thε integrating 
framework of communication. As the binding ties of traditional community 
have dissolved, new forms of communicative connection have developed 
to take thεir place. Furthε1’， the pattεms of ties that these new forms of 
connection create arε simultaneously networks of communication and 
social structure. It is no longer possible to separate social structurε from 
communication (if it ever was). This moves networks of communication 
to the fore in a dua1 r01ε. They bind and constitute fundamenta1 socia1 
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groupings, including communities (traditionally understood through the 
concept of intεgration); and they also provide new, more flexible, and 
complex pathways of social change. In short, 1 b응gin with thε discussion 
of the concept of the communicatively-integrated community linked to 
placε ， but which is appropriate to a post-industrial, information-driven 
society. 
F ourth, 1 suggεst that the larger analytic framεwork of thε communicatively-
intεgrated community can best bε undεrstood and empirically investigatedl 
as a communication ecology. 1 suggest the elεmεnts of that ecology, 
some possible intεrrelationships among them, and some future directions 
for investigating communication ecologiεs. 
The Changing American Community 
The classic understanding of community in American sociology was 
drawn from thε ideal of the rural village with its traditional ties bui1t 
from close-y.nit kin who livεd nearby. This image, at least implicitly, also 
assumed religious, racial, and ethnic homogeneity. Despitε the mass 
urbanization that began in the last quarter of the 19th century and 
accelerated through the building of the post-war suburbs, this rural ideal 
remained dominant from the Chicago School through at least the 1950s, 
even when it was mostly used as a point of contrast with a rapidly 
urbanizing prεsεnt. Communities were p1aces where most people knεw 
each othεr (or could); where strong bonds of church, school, and 
voluntary association tiεd Americans together; and where most people 
were more alike than different. 
That ideal has undergone a series of revisions in thε past century. 
Chicago School sociologists from Park (1 928) to Wirth understood that 
the city was not just a place of disintegration, but reintegration. The 
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Lynds (Lynd & Lynd, 1929) showed that Middletown was no isolated 
Midwestem idyll, but riven by forces of class, race, and mass culture. 
The small town in mass society (Vidich & Bensman, 195811968) 
incorporated thε larger world into itself, even while the dominant 
paradigm of community was shifting from thε small town to the suburb 
in post-war America (Gans, 1967). But thεse ideal images shared two 
things in common. Thεy were all li퍼<:ed to an Amεrica tied togεther by 
an expanding, industrial capitalist society. And whether village, city, or 
suburb, each was defined by discrete (if shifting) boundaries. 
As thε century tums, scholars of community and communication face 
a nεw set of problems and prospects. The linked forces of 
post-industrialization and globalization, and the communication networks 
on which thεy dεpend， bring thε concept of community itself into doubt. 
New urban theory and communication theory alike are converging on the 
idεa that networks are the emergent form of social organization. In the 
words of Manuel Castells (1 996), Networks constitute the new social 
morphology of our societies, and the diffusion of networking logic 
substantially modifies the operation and outcomes in processes of 
production, experience, power, and culture (p. 469). But this centrality 
of networks poses a difficult chal1enge to our traditional concept of 
community. If placε is no longer dεfinεd by fixεd boundaries, and 
identities become extendεd over networked time and space, then it is no 
longer clεar what the concept of community means or how it functions in 
analysis. 1s community simply a holdover category from our recent past, 
a placεholder for a set of social relations that wε continuε to wish for, 
but no longεr εxist? Or does it refìεr to a social structure that still 
persists, evεn in a networked, post-industrial society?2) 
2) 1 have adopted the term post-industrial rather than post-modern, sociεty ， for two reasons. 
First, it is more specific, rεferring to a fundamεntal shift in the way that εconomic 
production is organized, and the effect of that organization on social relations. Second, it 
does not assumε what is at question, i. ε. whεther blurring cultural boundaries and shifts in 
identity constitute a cultural stage beyond the modern era, or whεthεr thεy rεpresent a 
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Thε answers to these questions are not unambiguous. Each of the 
contributors to this spεcial issue on Communication Technology and 
Community both assume that community pεrsists and that various forms 
of communication, old and new, centrally de:fine it. Shah, McLeod and 
Y oon (this issuε) found that the strength and type of community ties vary 
significantly with different agε cohorts of media users, with younger 
users of the Internεt for informational purposεs having both stronger 
participation and weaker community ties. Conversely, after constructing 
contextual indices for the communities of their respondents, th응y found 
that strength of ties of overall community context variables had a positive 
effect on tmst and participation. This finding points in several directions. 
If younger information-seeking age cohorts using the Internet have 
weaker tiεs to community, it may point to a long-term weakening of the 
relationships of media use to place, and a weakening of local ties for 
both nεtworks of support and participation. On thε other hand, their 
εxploratory findings that context matters continues to argue that place is 
significant for civic engagement. 
Jung, Qiu, and Kim (this issue) address the larger social consequencεs 
of the diffusion of new communications technology and thεy also address 
the social context of its use. Like Shah and colleaguεs they criticize thε 
use of simple time-based measures and argue that the nature and quality 
of connections are more important. Drawing from media systεm dependency 
and communication infrastructure theories, they argue that measurεs of 
use misdirect attention to the technology-individual level of analysis. 
Rather, they argue that measures of connectedness should replacε usε， 
and devεlop the Intεrnet Connectεdness lndex for this purpose. Drawing 
from the Metamorphosis Project on emergent communications infrastructure 
in Los Angeles (discussed below) they focus on differences in Internet 
use among social groups, finding persistent inequalities in the quality of 
Internet connectivity for differεnt groups. 
cultural crisis that is implicit in modernity itself. 
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Mattei, Ball-Rokeach and Qiu (this issue), also drawing from the 
Metamorphosis Project, find inequalities of another sort. They study fear 
and discomfort in Los Angeles, finding that rεsidεnts fear of certain areas 
is not associated with thε actual likelihood of being victimized by a 
cnmε. Rather, the prεsence of non-White and non-Asian populations is 
the primary source of discomfort, which in tum is heightened by 
connection to both television and interpersonal communication networks. 
Contributing to our understanding of the negativε sidε of imagined community, 
the research suggests a c1εar relation between the communication 
infrastructure and fear. Of particular interest is the finding that television 
augments fear but only in prεsence of interpersonal communication, 
suggesting that simple exposure to the television is insufficient to 
construct and shapε behavior toward imagined others in an εthnically 
complex urban environment. For these images to shape behavior they 
must be elaborated through face-to-face conversation. 
The rεsεarch of Ball Rokεach and colleagues (Ball-Rokeach, Kim, & 
Matei, this issue) is most directly related to the question of how thε 
concεpt and structure of community is being transformed in a 
post-industrial wor1d. Thεy construct a complεx， multilεvel modε1 for 
analyzing the relationship bεtween place and belonging. Linking the 
framework of the communication action context (drawn :from Habermas’s 
theory of communicative action) to the concept of storytel1ing neighborhood 
they develop a nascent communication infrastructure perspεctivε. Thε 
communications in:frastructure links at least three εlεments: the larger 
structural forces that shapε the community ecology; the formal 
communications systεm; and thε cultural and communicativε elements 
that create a sεnse of idεntity， both with place and with othεrs. Thε 
communication infrastructure is c10sεst to the idεa of communicatively-
integrated community that 1 introduce hεre ， and 1 will retum to it below 
in the discussion of community communication ecology. 
1 argue that community does persist, but that both the concept and the 
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empirical rεalitiεs it embraces have become significantly complicated and 
transformed. The forms of tightly bounded, well-intεgrated community 
that we associate with the rural village, the city neighborhood, and even 
the suburb, no longer correspond to a social structure characterized by 
more complex pattems of mobility and migration, thε use of 
communications technologies to sustain cεrtain ties (but not others) over 
time and space, and, more generally, voluntary pattems of association 
based on personal networks rather than ties of loyalty to social groups 
based on community and kin. 
In short, community persists but under conditions that are radically 
different from those that existed as recently as 35 years ago. But the 
field of communication has only begun to rethink the fundamental 
conceptual assumptions of community on which much of our empirical 
research depends. We are lacking a conceptual fì’amεwork for the study 
of community that can servε as a basεline for the future. To begin that 
process, we need to consider the community concept as we have receivεd 
1t. 
The Concept of Community in Sociology 
The concept of community in communication draws deeply from the 
sociological tradition. Although the community concept is rich, and its 
literature vast, thε immediatε concem is to focus on those issues that link 
sociological and communication issues. The thrεe most important issues 
for this discussion arε integration, why and how urban social structure 
and the groups within it cohere; social networks, the form of the 
intεrpεrsonal and group linkages; and solidarity, the normative resources 
that groups draw on for common life. 
Integration 
Thε starting point for the classical sociological discussion of 
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community remains Tnnies’s distinction between Gemεinschaft and 
Gesεllschaft， which are generally translated as community and society, 
respεctively (Tnnies, 188711963). In Gemeinschaft, people ’remain essentially 
united in spitε of all separating factors, whereas in Gesellschaft they are 
essentially separated in spite of all uniting factors. ’ (Tnnies, pp.33 , 64-65 
cited ìn Bender, 1978, pp.l7 -18). The concepts were developed to 
explain thε transition from predominantly rural societies integrated by 
traditional obligations to industrial cities which grew from the capitalist 
market economy. 
The first serious attempt to li띠ι community structure and communication 
began with the Chicago School of sociology in the 1920s, which was 
influenced by the Pragmatist philosophical tradition, particularly the work 
of Dewey, Cooley, and Mead. Dewey placed the relation betweεn 
communication and community at the center of his philosophy, holding 
that society was intεgrated by communication. In a series of studies, 
Robert Park and his collεagues applied this thεory to the problεms of 
integration in the urban environment of Chicago. Park was particularly 
concεmed with disorder caused by immigration and the dislocation 
caused by industrial developmεnt. He developed a thεory of urban 
εcology to explain the interaction of urban growth, structure, and social 
and cultural integration (Park, 190411972, 192511952,), and extended this 
concem to the role of thε nεwspaper and communication in urban 
integration (Park, 1923, 1929; 1938, 1940/1 967). 
Park’s students later dεveloped each of thεse strains separately. Thε 
Gemeinschaft/Gesellschaft dichotomy was restated by Louis Wirth (1938) 
in Urbanism as a Way of Life, in which, in essence, hε argued that thε 
face-to-face primary bonds of family, kinship, and neighborhood are 
displaced by the secondary relationships of competition and formal 
control. Although Wirth himself was optimistic that the mεdia might 
actually serve Gεmeinschaft-like functions, subsequent reception tended to 
reify the theory into a stronger, linear form. Later members of the school 
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linked communication with urban εcoliogy (Hawley, 1986; Hawley & 
Wirth, 1974; Wirth, 1938, 1948) and the community press (Janowitz, 
1952/1967, 1991). 1n thε sixties and sεventies， third gεneration Chicago 
students took up the problem of linking the urban social structure with 
the imagined community (Suttles, 1972). 
Social networks 
Beginning with anthropological investigations of rural migration 
pattems and urbanization in the 60s and leading on through major studies 
of social nεtwork and community in the 70s and 80s by Fischer (1 975; 
1982; Fischer et al., 1977) and Wellman (Wellman, 1979, 1982b, 1988), 
researchers demonstrated that the idea that community was lost, absorbed 
into modem, impersonal, urban social relationships was, at best, 
simplistic, and at worst, simply wrong. New forms of social networks 
recreated new kinds of ties that retained, reproduced, and reinvented 
some of the intimacy characteristic of traditional societies. 1n short, 
community was not 10sí, it was transformed, and from the 70s on, much 
of thε debate has shifted to discuss the forms that community takes 
within modemity, not whether it persists. 
However, thε theories of personal community bear a hidden theoretical 
cost. Wellman and Fischer regain personal community at the expense of 
a larger concem with the traditional problem of solidarity. It is true that 
somε εssential needs for Jintimacy and social support can be sustained 
over time and space through networks of kin and friends, powerfully 
aided by communication tεchnologies. But personal communities, however 
important for individuals, 뼈o not, per se, sustain the kinds of social 
relations necessary to support the common endeavors traditionally 
associatεd with community: thε maintenancε of public and civic life, 
strong fonns of association, and the trust and reciprocity that make 
solidarity possible.3) 
3) Therε is a methodological cost as wel l. While the concεpt of personal network is 
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Solidarity 
Although the problem of solidarity is pushed back in theories of 
personal community, recent scholars of community havε placed it at the 
center of concεm. Robert Bellah, and his co-authors of Habits of the 
Heart (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, & Tipton, 1996) argue that 
community is made particularly difficult in the United States. The root 
cause is the ideology of individualism, thε first language in which 
Americans tend to think about their livεs [which] 、ralues independεnce 
above all else (p. viii). Thεy idεntizy two forms of individualism, 
utilitarianism and expressive individualism, which take morε extreme 
form in the Unitεd States. The corε of utilitarianism is the belief that in 
a society in which everyonε vigorously pursues hìs or hεr own interest, 
the social good will automatìcally emerge. Exprεssìve ìndividualism, in 
contrast, strεssεs the exploration of sεlf-identìty and the search for 
authenticity above all else. Bel1ah and col1eagues argue that these two 
seemìngly contradictory impulsesthe first leadìng to the pursuit of 
self-interest, the second to hedonism and consumerismare resolved in a 
socìety oriented toward consumption as the primary standard of the good. 
Nonetheless, this individualism has b∞n historically sustainablε in the 
U.S. only becausε of broader moral understandings, rooted in community 
and voluntary association, or in Bellah’s terms, commitment, community, 
and citizenshìp. In Habits thesε are gathered undεr the rubric of civic 
membership, understood as thε intersection of personal identity with 
social identity. Civic membεrship is in crisis, reflected in temptations and 
inherently social, concerning relations among individuals, it shifts concern to thosε 
attributes of individual intimacy and belonging that can be measurεd by aggregating 
indìvidual network mεasurζs. The largεr community nεtworks in which individuals are 
embedded drop into the background, as indεpendent variables, bundlεs of place 
characterìstics. The largεr form and purposεs of communìty become hiddεn. This social 
psychological bias posεs a particular problem for communication theories of community, 
which largely remain rooted in psychology 
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pressures to disengagε from thε larger society by every significant social 
group (Bεllah， et al., 1996, p. xi). 
Robert Putnam (2000) makes a parallel argument rooted in recent 
history. Whεre Bεllah sees a decline in civic identity, Putnam argues that 
there has been an overall depletion in stocks of social capital in the U.S. , 
accelerating rapidly over the past several decadεs. Putnam argues that 
many measures of formal associational membεrship havε dεclined， 
including a drop in thε activist core of membership organizations of 45% 
from 1985 to 1994 alone, 1εading him to assert that nearly half of 
America’s civic infrastructure was obliterated in barely a dεcadε (p. 60). 
Other forms of associational ties, including family and infonnal 
neighborhood socializing, have also eroded, 1εading to a decline in 
generalized social trust. 
There arε significant countervailing arguments to Putnam’s thεSIS. 
Vεrba， Schlozman, and Brady’s (1995) study of civic voluntarism 
provides evidεnce that participation over the past sεveral decadεs has 
modestly increased at the level of community and local problem-solving 
activities, mnning countεr to the secular decline in voting tumout. The 
Pεw Research Cεnter for Pεople and the Press (1 997) in a large survey 
of civic involvement and trust in Philadelphia found a sharp contrast with 
Putnam’s findings. And Sirianni and Friedland (2001) contεnd that 
whatever the quantitative evidence for decline, a civic renewal movement 
is growing from new forms of democratic social organization and 
innovation that have emergεd since the 1960s. (For a morε complete 
account of the social capital debates, see Shah, et al., in this issue). 
Nonεtheless ， Putnam and Bellah agree that both civic identity and thε 
social structures of solidarity necessary to support it have dεclined 
rapidly in the past thirty years. For Bellah the argumεnt rεvolvεs around 
civic identity; for Putnam it is centered in the essentially structural notion 
of the dεcline of social capital. Wellman and Fischer, in differεnt ways, 
also suggest a shift from traditional to personal forms of community. If 
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they are correct, thεn rεdiscovering the forrns of community solidarity 
necessary to rεbuild civic and public life is, indeεd， a formidable task. 
The εoncept of εommunity in Mass εommunication 
Within the communication tradition, and his colleagues (McLeod, 
용988; 애1cLeod & Blumler, 용987; 매용C용..Jeo뼈 et a1., 1995; McLeod, 
1996a) have wed the broader Chicago concems with integration and 
structure to empirical research on the community communication system, 
the relations among individuals, groups, and local mεdia， and the formation 
of public opinion. More rεcεntly， McLeod and othεrs (Friεdland & 
McLeod, 1999) have developed a community integration framework that 
sees social networks as the structural li띠<:agεs among individuals, groups, 
and the mass mεdia. McLeod and colleagues (1 996) have found that 
community integration is in fact multidimensional at the individual level 
in the dimensions of the strength of psychological attachment to the 
community; the presencε of an interpersonal nεtwork connecting the 
person to others in thε community; and the identification of thε pεrson 
with the larger community relative to thrεe other sources of identity, 
nel양lb아hood， local group or organization; and cosmopolis (beyond community 
focus). 
Bal1-Rokεach takes up the Chicago tradition in several dimensions. 
Thε Mεtamorphosis Project on the communication infrastructure of Los 
Angeles is perhaps the most ambitious whole-community communication 
study since the Chicago studies of the 20s and 30s. Drawing from media 
system depεndency theory (Ball-RoI∞ach， 1985, 1998), Ball Rokeach and 
colleagues link the social-psychological production of meaning at the 
interpεrsonal level with the genεration of meaning at micro-, mεso- ， and 
macro- levels through storytelling systems in the urban environment 
(Ball-Rokeach, et a1., this issue). The storytelling system, in tum, is 
linked to the levεIs of belonging and idεntity that individuals and groups 
feel toward the urban environment. The over all goal is explore new 
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models for undεrstanding the whole community communication system 
through the development of the concept of communication infrastructure, 
vast landscape of communication flows produced by people talking with 
one another, media producing stories, and local organizations bringing 
pεople together (Ball-Rokeach εt al., 2000, p.l). 1n its emphasis on 
neighborhood ecology, thε project pursues a structural vision of integration, 
while its concept of bεllonging also measurεs and integrates the 
social-psychological attachment of racially, ethnically, and nationally 
diverse individuals to both neighborhood and the larger metropolitan area. 
Two m배or themes run through our discussion so far. First, our 
concepts of community receivεd from sociology stress the ways that 
communities are intεgrated through structure, ecology, networks, civic 
solidarity, and symbolic communication. Thεse varying forms of integration 
grew within thε framework of the industrial city. Second, each form of 
integration is weakening (although to what degrεε is subject to debate) 
driven by the growth of the post-industrial economy, organized around 
the central concept of the network. 
The network, however, is not a unitary concept. Networks operate at 
many levels. There are global networks of capital, finance, production, 
and transportation, and each typε εxists nationally and rεgionally as well 
(Castells, 1996; Erickson, 1998). There are national political networks of 
parties, and influence (Knoke, 1990b, 1998; Laumann & Knoke, 1987). 
At 1εast three nεtwork levels can be idεntifiεd in local communities: the 
macro-level networks of community power and influence (Galaskiewicz, 
1979; Laumann & Pappi, 1976); meso-levε1 networks of organizations 
and associaltions (Galaskiewicz, 1985, 1989; Laumann, Galaskiewicz, & 
Marsden, 1978); and micro-level interpersonal networks (Fischer, 1982; 
Wellman, Carrington, & Hall, 1988). 
These multiplying networks are the central forms around which 
economic, political, and social lifiε is beimg reorganizεd; yet they erode 
the structural and symbolic boundaries that make integration possible. It 
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lS mcrεasing1y difficult to connect the traditiona1 prob1ems of community 
integration, communication, and solidarity to a network form that, by its 
nature, tends to overflow the boundariεs that give thεse concεpts mεanmg. 
The theory of communicative action, with its two-1evε1 integration 
framework of system and 1ifewor1d offers one of the most promising 
theorεtica1 strategies for bridging this prob1em. By detouring to the 
higher 1eve1 of abstraction required to see the out1ines of communicative 
action, we 1ay the groundwork for retuming to a concεpt of the 
communicative1y-integrated community that is sufficiently rich to ana1yze 
the multiple networks that operate in community, distinguishing between 
those that operate above thε lεve1 of community to set its system 
environment, thosε that form the seam, as Habermas has called it, 
betweεn systεm and lifeworld, and those networks that form the structure 
of the 1ifewor1d itse1f. 
The Theory of Communicative Action 
In thε Theory of Communicative Action, V01ume 2 (Habermas, 19811 
1987), hereafter cited as TCA 2) Habermas deve10ps the fundamental 
distinction between the system and the lifeworld. The lifewor1d is a 
multi-dimensiona1 concept encompassing the structural componεnts of 
cu1tura1 reproduction, socia1 integration, and socia1ization. The system, in 
contrast, εncompasses those aspεcts of sociεty that are se1f-regu1ating, 
e.g. the εconomy and polity, which operate above the 1ifewor1d horizon. 
The two are connεcted through a theory of intεgration through 
communication, that, in tum, offers a macro-theor응tica1 framework for 
understanding the specific ro1e of communicative action in 1inking the 
system and 1ifewor1d (sεε Figure 1). 
Lifeworld 
Thε 1ifewor1d is constitutεd by 1anguage and cu1ture, and formed from 
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the culturalIy transmitted and linguistically organized stock of interpretive 
pattems (TCA 2, p. 124.). The lifeworld includes the deεp symbolic 
background that makes shared meaning and interpretation possible, and is 
the foundation for all communication. This idea of lifeworld as background 
however, is only the starting point for the understanding of the ways that 
the lifeworld is structured by communicative action. 
Figure 1. System and Lifeworld 
Level Subsystems Form of Integration 
Culture Social Integration via 
LifeworId Society 
Personality commulllcatIve actlon 
System Economy System Integration via Political System Delinguistified steering media 
Communicative action draws upon culture, as thε stock of knowledge 
from which participants in communication supply themselves with 
interpretations as they come to an understanding about something in the 
world (TCA 2 P 138). Communicative action serves social integration 
and the establishment of s이idarity (TCA 2, p.l37) by regulating memberships 
in social groups and sεcuring solidarity. Finally, communicative action is 
the medium of socialization, the formation of personalities, the competencεs 
that makε a subject capable of speaking and acting, that put him in a 
position to take part in processes of reaching undεrstanding and thereby 
to assεrt his own identity (TCA 2, p.138). 
Communicative action, then, is bui1t from thεse three fundamental 
framεworks through which social life as a whole is rεproduced and from 
which new knowledge, identities, and solidarities emerge. The cultural 
tradition links nεw meanings or contents with the background; groups are 
integrated and action coordinated in social space and historical time; and 
individual personality is formed out of these two frameworks through 
socialization. 
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Habermas takes pains to strεss that communicative action is not only 
a process of reaching understanding: In coming to an understanding 
about something in the world, actors arε at the same time taking part in 
interactions through which thεy develop, confirm, and renew their 
memberships in social groups and their own identitiεs. Communicativε 
actions arε not only processes of interpretation in which cultural 
knowlεdge is ’tεsted against the world'; they are at the same time 
processes of social integration and socialization. (TCA 2 p. l39). 
Becausε material production takes place through the purposive activity 
of economy and society, which itself is embedded in social organization, 
wε can look at the problems that social actors confront from the dual 
pεrspectives of symbolic and matεrial reproduction. Because these two 
are closεly li따ced， to understand the embeddedness of social reproduction 
(including cultural tradition, social integration and solidarity, and identity) 
in material reproduction wε have to shift our perspective to the level of 
system. 
System 
The systεm consists of thosε elements of modem sociεties in which 
apparently autonomous institutions and organizations becomε connεctεd 
with each other via the delinguistified media of communication, of money 
and power, opεrating through the economic and political subsystεms: 
Delinguistified media of communication such as money and power, 
connect up intεractions in space and time into more and more complex 
networks that no one has to comprehend or be rεsponsiblε for. (TCA2, p. 
184). 
Thε subsystems of εconomy and polity emerged from communicative 
action. We can think of the model of bartεr. Exchangεs of goods wεrε 
embedded in face-to-face meetings whεre the exchange value of 
commodities was directly negotiated by actors. Both the context of the 
interaction and thε usε 、raluε of the goods εntεred dirεctly into exchange. 
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As exchange became increasing1y o1etacheo1 from thesε contexts of 
interaction through trao1e ano1, eventually, capita1ist proo1uction, it became 
dεtachε01 from 1anguage, o1e1inguistifieo1, ano1 tumeo1 into an auton이nous 
signa1 system, the anonymous exchange of commoo1ities via thε pnce 
system. In short, information rep1acε01 communication, ano1 the system 
became o1etacheo1 from the 1ifeworlo1. 
The rationa1ization of po1itics proceeo1s o1ifferently. The systεm of 
administration can never be wholly o1etacheo1 from 1anguagεin the eno1, 
the systεm of rules, laws, commano1s etc. remains 1inkeo1 to uno1erstano1ing 
embeo101ε01 in 1anguage. But bureaucratization takes on its own 
se1f-propelling, se1f-regu1ating rationa1ity, purposive-rationa1 action, which 
operates as an objective force ovεr the heao1s of actors in the socia1 
worlo1 (Weber, 1978). As power becomes 1inkeo1 to this new form of 
ao1ministration, it too becomes systematically removeo1 from the reach of 
communicating actors in the 1ifeworlo1. 
Nonethεless， for Habεrmas， even if these subsystems of money ano1 
power are 1arge1y disconnected from the norms and va1ues of the 1i옮world， 
they still depeno1 on it for thεir reproo1uction. Without thε integration 
proo1ucε01 through thε 1ifeworlo1 via the meo1ium of communicative action 
neither markets nor po1itics cou101 1egitimat태y function. As 10ng as 
markεts ano1 politics are sellf-reproo1ucing, that is to say as 10ng as they 
are not in crisis, they can remain re1ative1y o1etacheo1. But as the systems 
of markets ano1 po1itics are o1isturbε01， they depend on the socia1 integration 
through norms, 、ra1uεs ， and culture in the lifeworlo1 as resources for 
1egitimacy, new institutional 1eaming, prob1em solving, ano1 change. 
Even whi1e the economy and polity o1epeno1 on these lifewor101 
resources, they simultaneous1y co1onize ano1 o1isorganize them through 
both inteno1eo1 ano1 unintεno1eo1 consequences of the economic ano1 po1itica1 
subsystεms. Quite simply, markεts systematically o1isrupt the livεs of 
ino1ivio1uals, fami1ies , ano1 communities, even while they rεmain the 
primary means through which socia1 life is stabilizeo1 ano1 reproo1uceo1. 
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The rationalized system of politics detaches political decisions from 
participatory democratic p이itics ， grounded in the lifeworld arεnas of civil 
society, community, and association, so that, while decisions can be madε， 
they are dεcreasingly seen as legitimate. Finally, the cultural system and 
market-driven mass mεdia pull social integration and reproduction (grounded 
in the primary communicative procεsses of socialization rooted in family 
and community) into the sphεrε of the εconomy. Core questions of which 
、ralues are to be taught, how children are to be educated, how families 
are to bε maintainεd， are shifted upward, away from community, family, 
and group and toward the sphere of markεt-driven， rationalized cultural 
production. 
The F orms of Integration 
The system/lifeworld analytic distinguishes bεtween two types of 
societal intεgration that have potentially important consεquencεs for thε 
analysis of integration at the community levε1. Social integration opεrates 
through normative consensus groundεd in communicativε action and 
concεms thε actions of actors in the lifeworld. System integration is 
carried out by non-nonnative steering of dεcisions by institutíonal sourcεs 
of money and political power. 
The two sources of integration arε difficult to connεct thεorεtically， 
being sεparated in contεmporary society and based on differing sources 
of evidence, but for Habermas this is the fundamental problem of social 
theory: how to connect in a satisfactory way the two conceptual 
strategies indicated by ’ systεm’ and ’lifeworld’ (TCA 2, p. 151). At a 
minimum, Habermas’ formulation of integration tells us three things: that 
integration should be viewed as a dynamic process rather than a static 
condition; that different levels of analysis are required to undεrstand 
integration, i.e., that the institutional system level and the social lifeworld 
of actors are conceptually distinct; and that separate methods of 
assessment are appropriate to each leve1. 
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1 arguε that the local community offers a privileged site for analyzing 
and investigating thε interaction bεtween thε two basic types of system 
and social integration. Local communities are embeddεd in larger regional, 
national, and global economic systems, yεt the structure of local elites is 
sti1l visible. Political life can be analyzed at the neighborhood, district, or 
city-wide 1εvels; the interactions between localities and statεs and rεglOns 
arε also re‘;overable; and stil1 the effects of national system policies can 
bε sεεn. Most importantly for our analysis, flows of information and 
communication that act as steering mεdia can be seεn interflεring with the 
structures of communicative action that they disturb. In principlε ， at least, 
wε can sεe the social integration of the local community as it is 
disturbed, disrupted, penetrated, and reorganizεd by system 1εvel forcεs. 
And we can see the opposite movemεnt， as citizens engage in dεliberation， 
collective problem solving, and other forms of communicativε organization 
to rεstorε social intεgration. 
This dual movεmεntthe disruption of the lifeworld by system forces 
and its reconstitution by communicative action in the lifeworldpoints 
toward a solution to the problem of the blurring of the symbolic and 
structural boundariεs characteristic of post-industrial societiεs linkεd 
togεther by networks. First, we can distinguish between networks 
embedded in communicative action and the lifìεworldthe interpersonal, 
associational, and accessible political networks of local placeand those 
networks of the macro-level economic and political systems which 
function as steering channεIs for money and power. This allows a second 
shift of pεrspective. By acknowledging the system level of power as the 
macro-level but bracketing it for community level analysis, we can 
adjust our levels of analysis, shifting down, as it were, for local community. 
Without wishing away macro-lεvel system effects, we can now see that 
the macro-level in community functions quite differently. The macro-level 
of community liεs at the seam of system and lifeworld, but in a way that 
makεs the seam visible. By understanding this sεam as an interlocking 
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set of networks through which system and lifeworld meet, we also can 
begin to see how each affects the other. For purposes of investigation, we 
can, in effect, hold the macro-system level effects constant to inv응stigate 
how they affect the entire communicative structure of local communities. 
The εommunicatively Integrated Community 
To retum to our central premise: community today persists. Americans of 
all types continuε to live, work, and play in social structures that they 
thεmselvεs call community. But thε boundaries of those communities 
have become incrεasing blurred as thε systems in which they are 
embedded have grown in complexity. 
1 have suggested that communication binds these multiple 1εvels 
together, but that within each levε1 ， different forrns of communicative 
integration are work. Within the local community, multiple li:6εworlds 
shape the nεgotiation of very different sets of boundaries, out of which 
individuals and groups build their identities. Lifeworlds, in turn, arε 
εmbedded in structural locations which are often coterrninous with 
groups: neighborhoods, districts, wholε citiεs. 
But integration at thε local levε1 is not strictly speaking a system 
problem. As wε have noted, when systεm effects reach downward into 
local communities, thε seam bεtween system of li:6εworld becomεs 
visible, and this level of the systεmbεcomes a structure that is capable 
of being thematized and actεd upon. The workings of thε local economy, 
real estate markets, schools, govεrnment and so on, are not delinguistified 
although they may in turn be εmbeddεd in larger systems that arε farther 
removed from lifeworld discourse. 
Figure 2 outlines thε ovεrall structure of communicative integrated 
community. Thε rows labels indicate thε level of generality at which 
Figure 2. Communicatively-Integrated Community Integration 
Level Location Structure 
Medium of Medium of Form of Symbolic 
Integration Communication Integration 
Global Urban ecology Steering media of System wide elite 
System National Political Economy money and power media System wide legitimacy Regional Political Structure 
lnterorganzational Power and money/ Local media LMeegt1rto1m-waicdye of local elites 
Macro Metropolitan elite networks 
commulllcatIve Specialized media imagined 
actlOn Interpersonal networks commulllty 
Macro-mes Metropolitanl Elite-associational Power and money/ Local media Metro-wide il11agined COl11l11UlllcatIve COl11l11Ulllty 
0 COl11munity-wide networks actton 1 nterpersonal networks Normative obligations 
Power and l11oney/ Local media Sub-metro il11agined 
Meso 
Community-wide/ Associational commulllcatlve COl11l11unity media COl11l11Ulllty 
neighborhood networks act lOn 
S pecialized 111εdia Norl11ative obligations 
Community Networks Storytelling Neighborhood 
Local l11edia Sub-metro imagined 
Associational-inter COl11municative Commialuinzeitdy media COl11l11Ulllty 
Meso-micro Neighborhood personal act lOn 
Specialized l11edia Cognitive moabplipgiantgio 
Networks Community networks Normative obli2:ations 
Interpersonal networks Storytεlling Neighborhood 
Local l11edia Sub-metro imagined 
Neighborhood/ Interpersonal COl11l11unicative Communzeitdy media coml11uníty 
Micro Specialized l11edia CognIt1ve moabplipgiantgio 1 nterpersonal networks actlOn Community networks Normative obli2:ations 
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integrative procεsses operate. Rows descend from system to lifeworld. 
The columns indicate the location, structural/network mode, integrative 
medium, medium of communication, and form of symbolic integration at 
each 1εvεl. 
To build onε layered example: If citizens want to challenge failing 
schools in minority nεighborhoods， they are freε to do so (meso to micro 
levels) and morε importantly, have the capacitiεs to do so (communicative 
action, symbolic intεgration). Whilε mass media attention may be limitεd 
or even non-εxistεnt， citizens have direct experience with schools to 
inform their formulation of problεms (meso-micro level), a local school 
board to tum to (macro-meso level), negotiate with, and, if necessary, 
protest against or rεplace through elections. Local politics, in this sense, 
is close to thε lifeworld capacities of citizens to frame problems and act 
on them. 
If thε samε citizens want to then link school problems to pattems of 
racial segrεgation in housing markets they will havε a harder time. 
Although still close to the lifeworld, real estate markets (like all markets) 
operate according to the delinguistified steering medium of money (system 
and macro levels). Segregation can be 1εgitimated and obscurεd by 
refìεrεncε to thε natural workings of thε markεt (e.g. thεre is no formal 
discrimination, anyone with the means to buy a home can do so, etc.). 
Although real estate markets are in fact oftεn manipulated in the interests 
of racial segregation, it is more difficult to formulate this general claim, 
rarsε it publicly, and act on it as a public problem. Still, it is possible to 
imagine that with sufficient community organization, communicative 
coordination, and media support, such a claim could be made (using 
co이mmumca따ti\ψ、ve action a따tmεso-mlc다roα’ me않soα’ and macro.’-m 
leg밍itimacy’ mobilize citizens and communications media, εtc.). 
Now consider the recent decision of the Boεing Corporation to leave 
Seattle. Although the company is dεeply and complεxly integrated in the 
local εconomy， history, and civic fabric, this was a systεm dεclslOn ， 
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made from above, with littlε likelihood of rεversal. It is certainly not 
anonymous. It was publicly communicated by Boeing’s CEO and pulblicly 
debated in local and national media (macro and system 1εvels). But this 
was communication about a dεcision made to move capital, within the 
extant rulεs and laws (system resource of legitimacy), and thereforε was 
unlikely to be thematized as a public problεm， much less reversed, except 
through an extraordinary, coordinated, action of citizεns ， consumers, and 
workεrs linked to the political system which did not take place. This 
dεspite its potentially disruptive effects on the εntirety of local civic and 
economic life. 
Each of the examples above is li따∞d to a local community, to its 
complex of lifeworlds, and to one or sevεral systems at work within it. 
Yεt for each, the level of intεgration， closeness to the lifeworld, and thε 
possible forms of communicativε action shape the likelihood of cOOI’ dinated 
action profoundly. The proposed framework of the communicativεly­
integratεd community developed here is designed to allow us to make 
these types of distinctions among communicatively coordinated actions. 
Thε framework operates in three dimεnsions. First, it suggεsts what intra-
lifeworld processes are nεcessary to form and recognize the boundaries of 
communities, and to make communication and coordination across them 
possible. Second, it allows us to locate local lifeworlds in relation to 
larger local structures and systems. Third, it li따(s these multi-layered 
dimεnsions of communication to formal communications media operating 
in the local and supra-local εnvironmenlts. 
Forming Community Boundaries 
The boundaries of community are not fixed. They need to be 
negotiated in a variety of dimensions: the cognitive mapping of social 
and geographic space and the social framing of which groups lie insidε 
and which outside those boundaries; the normative discourse of what our 
obligations are to others; and thε cultural dimension of imagined 
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community, the story tεlling that frames identity-forming narratives at 
multiple levels of neighborhood, city, state, etc. Taken together, these are 
the elements of community-as-lifeworld. They form the cultural background 
of thε daily effort to construct and reproduce a workable, navigable, 
community world. 
Cognitive mapping 
Actors in thε lifìεworld neεd to map multiple boundaries in the 
process of nεgotiating daily life in the lifeworld. Bal1-Rokeach and 
colleaguεs (this issuε) describe thε cognitive mapping of community under 
the dual rubrics of communication action context and the multi-level 
storytelling system. The action context is conceived along the dimεnSlOns 
of opεnness and closedness, which indicate the willingness of people to 
engage in communication with others. The boundaries of a community 
(neighborhood in this case) are defined by shared conventions that map 
physical limits. The identified dimensionsphysical, psychological, sociocultural, 
economic, and technological featuresmap a cognitive nεtwork that 
concretely shapes pathways of communicative interaction.4) 
This cognitivε mapping, howevεr， can be and is used in multiple 
registers. lndividuals draw on it both to construct the social-psychological 
sense of belonging and to contrast the boundaries of belonging with 
larger identities and groups. The use of the term community is so messy 
because these multiple registεrs arε held in the background to be 
mobilized according to context. Individuals and groups locate themselves 
in any or all of the following dimensions (and others): local community 
(as both neighborhood and city), the metropolis, the national community, 
4) Harrison White (1992) has proposed the concept of the category nεtwork (catnet) that 
connects storiεs and nεtworks: Nεtworks arε phenomenological realities as wε11 as 
measurεmεnt constructs. Stories dεscribe the ties in networks (p.65). Although the idea 
cannot be devεlopεd here, thε catnet as a method for linking stories and nεtworks 
suggests a rich possibility for bringing together thε storytelling dimension devεloped by 
Ball-Rokeach et al and the structural dimensions of community networks discussed below 
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the community of like-others (ethnic, racial, sεxual-preference)， an occupationally 
or professionally bounded community (e.g. the mεdical community), a 
community of like-interests (the business or high-tεch community), and 
increasingly the community of thosε who associate on the net for any 
one of the above reasons or others, (virtual communities). Indeed, when 
Americans invoke thε tεrm community they are likely to hold at least 
several of these registers in the background simultaneously. 
The normativε dimension 
The normative dimension of community builds on this cognitive 
mapping of thε boundaries of community, to ask who belongs within our 
community, who to other communities, and what set of mutual 
obligations of recognition, respect, trust, etc. regulate relations within and 
between communities. Much of the discussion of trust and social capita1, 
for εxample， explicitly builds on this dimension, as doεs the dεbate over 
whether communities must s배arε some common life in Robert Maclver's 
term (1 928), and, if so, whether this claim of comprehensiveness is a 
central rεquirement for community. This normative (or moral-practical) 
dimension of community construction becomes further complicatεd in a 
complex, multicultural society like the United States whεre Americans 
are constantly traversing a sεries of geographic, social, and cultural 
boundaries, themselves built out of the multiple networks and roles 
discussed above. 
lmagined community 
The cOllcept of imaginεd community describεs both the modes and 
cultural resources through which individuals and groups form identities, 
and thε way that these identitiεs are realized in the lives of larger social 
collectivεs. For Benεdict Anderson the nation is an imagined political 
communityimaginεd because the mεmbers of εven thε smallest nation 
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will never know most of their fìεllow-members， mεet them, or even hear 
of them, yεt in the minds of εach lives the image of their communion. 
Extending this to smal1er communities, he claims al1 communities larger 
than primordial villages of face-to-face contact (and perhaps even these) 
are imagined. Communities arε to be distinguishεd， not by their falsity/ 
gεnumεness， but by the style in which they are imagined (Anderson, 
1991 , p.6). As we have suggested, this image of communion is a 
complex construct, drawing from multiple cultural backgrounds, cognitivε 
mappings, and narrative frameworks. lmagined community gives shape to 
group identities, and, by extension, thε place of individuals within them. 
Identities arε shaped from a shared sense of history and culture that 
binds communities togethεr. 
Community Structure and Social Integration 
The cognitive, moral, and imagined aspects of community only cohere, 
however, within the sεt of social structurεs that bind thε community 
domain. Thεse structures are as complex as the multiple registers of thε 
symbolic discussed above (race, ethnicity, residence, occupation, etc.), but 
thεy are also given in both geographic space and historical time. 
Howεvεr， we can no longer naivεly invoke a given set of boundaries as 
a set of fixed limits on community space. Does Milwaukee evoke a city 
proper, a metro region, or a neighborhood, to name only se、reral possibilities? 
The answer depends on the intersection of structural constraints and the 
imaginative construction of those boundariεs discussed in the previous 
sectlOn. 
Structure plays an ambiguous role in thε model of communicatively 
integrated community. It has both objectivε dimensions (location in 
space, access to sεrvices and resources, etc.) and constructed ones. It is 
neither systεm nor lifeworld per se, but is poised at the intersection of 
the two. Conceptualizing this structural level poses unique problems. We 
need a method of linking multiple levels of structure that is flexible, and 
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that can still take the many locations of actors into account. Over the 
past thirty years the debatε ovεr the structure of social life, at 1εast at the 
micro- and meso levels, has shiftεd to thε ground of socia1 network 
analysis. There are three central resεarch projεcts that have guided this 
shift: the (separate) personal network studies of Fischεr and Wεllman; the 
community issue/elite studies of Laumann and his students; and a series 
of studies of community organizational ecology and voluntary associations. 
Bεginning with Wellman and Craven’s Toronto studiεs in the early 
70s, the city itself began to be reconceptualized as a network of nεtworks 
(Craven & Wellman, 1973). In a series of studies, Wεllman found that 
personal networks spanned a variety of relationships sprεad out over 
space and time (Wel1man, 1979, 1982a, 1982b, 1988; Wel1man et a1., 
1988). Typical1y, residents had local relations with neighbors, but thesε 
were not as important as tiεs to family and kin, which oftεn were 
dispersed over wide areas as segments of family and friends became 
upwardly mobile and left the 01d nεighborhood. These networks were 
metropolitan, national, and even global. The telephone and today the 
Intemet provide a means of remaining in close communication with those 
who otherwise might have becomε more distant over time (Wellman & 
Gulia, 1999). Fischer’s work of the 70s and 80s developed a parallel set 
of findings. As we have discussεd， in his Northem Califomia Community 
study, Fischer and colleagues argued that interpersonal nεtworks form 
personal communities in which ties of intimacy to friends, neighbors and 
others take on voluntary and associative qualities. In this view, 
community is not lost, but redefined through morε multiplex, networked, 
social relations (Fischer, 1972, 1975,1982; Fischer et a1., 1977). 
At the same time that Wellman and Fischer were separately arguing 
for the persistεnce of personal community, a separate c1uster of network-
based community studies was, at least implicitly, arguing for the 
continuing relεvance of geographical1y and p이itical1y bounded community 
networks. Laumann and Pappi (1 976) were thε first to systematically 
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apply these revisεd network principles to the study of community. ln 
their analysis of a small Gennan city of about 20,000, thεy εmployed a 
Parsonsian integration framework, first, to uncover the bases of social 
differentiation among population subgroups through an analysis of both 
community valuεs and occupational structure. Second, they identified the 
networks of elite decision making, and connected elite networks to the 
population subgroups on which they depended for support. Galaskiewicz 
(1 979) applied this framework to Towertown in the U.S., and found a 
shifting set of community networks that changed according to thε 
medium of exchange that came into play in the conflicts over a given set 
of community issues studiεd， whether money, power, or values. 
A third area of research on voluntary association membership and 
structure has shifted since the late 70s from onε εmphasizing the 
individual levε1 correlates of organizational membership to onε stressing 
contextual influencε. Social networks effect the propensity of individuals 
to join associations and organizations and to maintain membership ovεr 
time (Knokε， 1981 , 1986, 1990a), as well as shape the resulting influence 
of associations. Organizational ecology (McPherson, 1983, 1990; McPherson, 
Popi리arz， & Drobnic, 1992; McPherson & Rangεr-Moore， 1991; 
McPherson & Rotolo, 1996) has found that the dynamics of individual 
membεrship arε shaped by both the structure of competition among 
organizations in any bounded environment, and by the macro-dimensions 
of homogeneity and heterogeneity of populations. Blau has demonstrated 
the power of macro-level population structures to detennine both the 
meso-level ecological structurζ and micro-level associational behavior 
(Blau, 1977, 1994; Blau & Schwartz, 1984). Most recently Rotolo (2000) 
has attεmptεd to bring these threε levels together in a multi-level model 
that tests the efflεcts of town-level heterogeneity on individual-level 
voluntary membership. 
In sum, the study of community structurε has bεcomε increasingly 
focused on interpersonal social networks, networks of community power 
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and structure, and organizational ecologies of association in the past 
thirty years.. The new paradigm is both networked (groundεd in relational 
rather than individual or aggregate data analysis) and contextua1. S ti11, 
very little research has been conducted that systematically brings these 
three levels of pεrsonal community, macro-nεtwork structure, and meso-
level associational structure together outside of the largely qualitative and 
holistic tradition of community studies.5) 
The concept of communicatively integrated community allows us to 
reconstruct the multiplε levels that we have just εxamined and to look 
forward to thε modε1 of community communication εcology. As wε see 
in Figure 2, each 1εvε1 is linkεd closely to the ones above and below it; 
each constitutes a seam that is stitched togεther by its own sεt of 
network relations. Networks are thε connective tissue of both structure 
and communication, but one level does not continuously blur into th응 
othεr. Although this figures describes a complex set of community 
boundaries, tied togεther by networks, and although these boundaries are 
not fixed in any simple way by geography or arbitrarily drawn demographic, 
social, or cultural divisions, they describe a set of paramεters that citizens 
and residεnts themselves use and would recognize. Whethεr through the 
procεss of dεciding whεre to work, where to walk, or play; who to talk 
to about what sorts of problems; whether telling a civic story or 
storytelling neighborhood, residents negotiate thesε multiple-boundaries 
daily, in making multiple life dεcisions and reproducing imaginεd 
community. Cεrtainly， they may not be able to articulate all of these 
levεls in analysis (although 1 think rεsearchεrs might be surprisεd at how 
many people do hold in everyday consciousnεss). But they form a 
background of a daily, civic, lifìεworld nonetheless. 
Before concluding, 1 introduce one final concept, the community 
communication ecology, as a framework for investigating and analyzing 
5) Fischer (1 992) remains a m며01‘ exception in the area of historical sociology of technology and 
community changε. 
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the multiple forms of communication at work in the communicatively 
intεgratεd community. 
Figure 3 Community Communication Ecology 
Media 
Location Medium of Communication Level 
Global 
N Syasttiem wide media: 
onal Networks 
System National National Newspapers 
Regional Elite journals 











Macro-meso Specialized community media (e.g. Community-wide Ethnic radio) 
Civic Internet portals 
Community-widel District newspapers 
Meso Micro-radio neighborhood Community Internet portals 




Neighborhoodl Point-to-point commumcation 
Micro Interpersonal (telεphonε and email) 
Interpersonal network discussion 
The Community Communication Ecology 
Takεn together the lifìεworld structures of cognitive, moral, and 
imagined identity and the network structures of local communitythe 
communicatively-integrated communitycan also be investigatεd as a 
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comprehensive community communication ecology. Friεdland and 
McLeod (I 999) have advanced one model for conducting integrated 
research on this unified community communication environment. This 
broad ecological perspectivζ finally, allows us to identify the elements of 
the community communication system proper. We have already distinguished 
between the formal media and media-related elements of that system and 
the structural characteristics of communities themselves. Now we can 
tum attεntion to modeling the interaction bεtween these two broad sεts of 
elements. The formal media elements of the community communication 
εcology an be further subdivided between those εlements that are 
properly local and thε larger media environment that shapes the f10w of 
communication in any bounded community. The following discussion is 
outlined in Figurε 3, which fo l1ows the samε overall structure as Figure 
2, further spεcifying media of communication. The list is not meant to be 
exhaustive, but to suggest a range of media. 
Metropolitan commercial media consisting of newspaper, broadcast 
television and radio, and 1ntεmεt portals do thε most to shapε the overall 
understanding of imagined communiη， including the imagined connections 
between and among lev바s where citizens lack direct experience. The 
range of variation among metro-level media differs considεrably. Some 
newspapers, particularly those that have engaged in serious, extended, 
civic and public joumalism experimεnts have managed to deepen their 
connection with citizens at the macro-meso level and below. Others 
operate primarily to establish a metro-wide market for advertisers. 
Howεvεr a11 metro-leve:l media institutions are embedded in larger 
media environments that shapε and frequently εven dictate content. We 
only sketch a few of thesε relationships, most of which are well known. 
Local telεvision stations primarily rebroadcast network content and local 
nεws increasingly rεpackages syndicated features with a local angle; local 
newspapers draw hεavily from national syndicates for much of their 
non-local c:ontent; local radio stations, with the exception of some talk 
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and news programs, rebroadcast national news, talk, and music that is 
produced and determined elsewhere. Cable systems offer bundlεs of 
programs and servicεs dεterminεd elsewhεrε， with the partial and minor 
exception of access. And evεn the local1y produced content of news, talk, 
and the littlε music or culture that makes it onto the public stagε ， lS 
shaped by nationally originated formats that framε their production. So a 
major proportion of the locally-experiεnced mεdia environmεnt is not 
local at all. With thε sprεad of thε Internet, these boundaries between the 
local and the national becomε εven morε blurrεd. 
This boundary then, between local media and the larger media 
εnvironment， is at best fuzzy. It is relatively simple to assεrt that the 
larger environment dominatεs the local, and indeed, judging by much of 
the substance and form of media content, this is true. Stil1, much gets 
done in the breach to shape the local imagined community, including the 
public imagination, which sets many of the parameters of community 
democratic participation. 
For example, Kaniss’s study of the rolε of media in the construction 
of local identity in thε modern American city argues that the 
metropolitan news media havε had to produce local identity as much as 
they producε nεws and εntertainment (Kaniss, 1991 , p. 4). She claims 
that local media are driven to focus on issues with the symbolic capital 
necessary to unite a fragmentεd metrop이itan audience that comprises the 
extr‘emely different urban environments of city and suburb. The common 
life, in this sεnse， has to bε symbolically produced by the local news, 
and this imagined common life is functional, she argues, to both the 
news media and local elites. The media need an image of the largεr 
metropolis, a Milwaukeζ or Los Angelεs to give shape to their product 
and sell it to widely scatterεd viewεrs (and advεrtisers) drawn from the 
entire patchwork of the metropolitan area. Elites need such an image to 
mobilize the symbolic capital necessary for large-scale devεlopment 
proJεcts necessary for growth and profit (see also Molotch (1 976; 2000) 
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for a stronger and more nuanced version of this argument). Kaniss and 
Molotch would argue that an imagined community does exist, but is 
constructεd artificially to the meet the functional needs of commercial 
mεdia and local elites. Further, this artificial construct is needed in order 
to imaginε a common life. 
There is substantial truth to this argumεnt. As common tiεs weaken in 
the structure of local life, the task of creating an image of that life tends 
to shift upward, to those institutions capable of manufacturing territorial 
identitiεs， in this case the metropolis and its mεdia. However, we neεd to 
avoid concluding too quickly that this maημfactured community is the 
whole, or evεn dominant forcε shaping the local imagined environment. 
The question hinges prεcisely on whεther common life is also constructed 
below this ovεrarching level of meaning, and, if so, the pattems of that 
life itself and thε forms and mεans by which it becomes woven into 
larger pattems of the civic imagination. 
The research of Ball-Rokeach and colleagues on the imagined 
production of neighborhood (storytelling neighborhood) offers a powerful 
counterpoint to th응 concept that imagined community is primarily produced 
from above. Thεy have begun to show in detail how the forms of media 
in Figure Three at the macro-meso lev바 and bεlow have been used by 
citizen/residents to storyteH neighborhood in a variety of ways across 
multiple boundaries and cross-cutting networks. This suggests that 
rεsearch on the community communication ecology should focus on this 
particular question: whεre the metro-lεvel and meso-level imagined 
community mεet， how do they interact? Does, for example, the imagε of 
danger broadcast nightly on local television news counteract the 
willingness of citizens to travel or work in other areas? What arε the 
asymmetries between the uses of imagined community by different ethnic 
and racial groups in different neighborhoods (for example, poor 
minorities may imagine certain nεighborhoods to be bad, crimε-ridden， 
and so on, but may be forced by necessity to venture into them anyway 
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for work or services; how does experiεnce counter media image?). There 
are a multitude of similar questions that comparative research on 
community communication ecologies might begin to address. 
Conclusion: Communication and Civic Life 
The evidence for the εffìεcts of changing community structure on civic 
life that we havε reviewed so far is contradictory. Although oldεr forms 
of intimacy havε bεεn replaced by new, networked forms of personal 
community, thε normative force of the idea of community has deep, 
historical roots and appears in a continual tension with individualism. 
Americans appear to continue to sustain a substantial amount of 
community-based, voluntary activity, although whethεr this is in dεcline 
is a subject of dεbatε (Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995). New forms of 
civic activity are emerging, although thεir shape remains unclear. 
The communications ecology itself is a major force in the shaping of 
these local outcomεs and their definition, and appears equally complex. 
At the national and global levε1， the economic concentration of 
communication is accelerating, paralleling thε εmεrgence and exponential 
growth of thε Intemεt. Local media systεms are εmbedded in this 
national and intemational environment, yet, as we have seen, they maintain 
substantial autonomy. The shaping of the local imagined community 
εmergεs from a complex of forces: the national mεdia images that 
circulate and saturate the local and regional media environment; but also 
the work of constructing the symbolic metropolitan area performed by 
major local mεdia; the subcultural media of radio, the Intemet, thε εthnic 
press; the impεrsonal influεncε that locally constructed imagined 
community exεrcises on the public and civic imagination (Mutz, 1998); 
and, not least, the social networks of communities themselvεs ， thε complex 
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web of influentials and thεir networks (Katz & Lazars:fiεld， 1955; Weimann, 
1994). Each contributes to a sεnsε of place, synthesized from both 
synthetic symbolic constructions and lived εxpεrience ， and this sense of 
place is necessary for democratic action. 
Certainly, this proposition is disputable. Some would arguε that the 
growth of thε Intemεt provides multiple opportunities for both local andl 
extra-local engagεment in civic and public life: the vεry act of gathering 
information, chatting about political subjects, signing online petitions, 
sending email, and so on. And this is, indisputably one form of political 
communication. But in an incisive criticism of the idea that online 
communities might substitute for communities of place, William Galston 
(1 999) cautions t섬at they fail to meet some of εssential criteria for 
common life. At bεst， thεy are aggregatεs of individuals who share 
intεrεsts. They are communities of εxit， because it is easiest for those 
who are dissatisfied, or simply bored, to leave rather than exercise thεlr 
voice for change (Hirschman, 1970). Further, they fail to foster the 
mutual obligation and reciprocity that, we havε seen, is necessary for 
building social capital. 
We are left with our beginning question: how is public action in local 
environments possible? We know that it is possible to exercise control of 
thε social, p이itical， and economic environments from above at the level 
of system. It rεmains to be seen whether democratic control can be 
developed from below, at the level of community, where system and 
lifeworld meε1. If it can, then the local communications ecology will play 
a central role in reconstructing thε democratic discussion, the public 
sphere, necessary for framing citizen action. 1n their study, Civic 
Innovation in America, Sirianni and Friedland (2001) have found 
substantial evidence that place-based activity provides the strongest 
support for democratic action in the areas of the environment, community 
development, health, and joumalism. The public joumalism movεment’s 
successes point directly to the role tlIat local mεdia can play in 
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constructing local networks of dεliberation and action (Friedland, 2001; 
Rosen, 1999). And nascent movements across the country for local 
information commons that can combine the strength of the Intemet with 
dεmonstrate that place, thε environment of action, not technology, is the 
critical element in civic and democratic participation (Friedland & Boyte, 
2000). 
In thε end, howevεr， these remain spεculative propositions. Evaluating 
them depεnds， on thε one hand, the devεlopment of local, regional, and 
national experiments in civic communication and democracy touchεd on 
above. On the other, scholars of communication and community will 
havε to advance our knowledgε in at 1εast two areas. 
Some of the major elements of a mid-range theory of the 
communicatively integrated community have been articulated in this 
article, but much work is yet to be done. On the one hand, a more 
careful working out of thε implications of the theory of communicative 
action for a mid-range analytic theory is required. On the other the 
elemεnts of such an analytic program nεεd to be morε carefully 
articulated and connεcted so that wε can see not only thε plεces ， but a 
fuller range of hypothesized intεrconnections that can yield new rεsearch. 
Further, we need to begin to develop a common discussion among 
thosε conducting community-level communication rεsεarch， to develop a 
comparative framework of analysis. The work of the Metamorphosis 
Projεct in Los Angεles， whole community communication research being 
conducted in S1. Paul by Friεdland， Shah, and McLeod, and other 
community level communication resεarch begs for a common framework 
across which variables can bε specifiεd and their rεlations investigated, 
not only in a local cross-sεctional mode, but in a comparative and 
longitudinal framework. Onε important, if nascεnt， εxamplε can be found 
in Robert Putnam’s Social Capital Community Benchmark Survey 
(www.cfsv.org). By comparing data on elεvεn variables, including trust, 
associational life, civic engagement, and politics, in forty communities, he 
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offers a beginning framework for comparative research and evaluation on 
social capital development in the U.S. As communication scholars, we 
need to develop a parallε1 framework, asking what contribution 
communication variables can makε to this debate, seriously join our 
intemal debate concεming a common framework, and then εxplore new 
forms of collaborativε research that can make certain that communication, 
the most critical variable in community integration, remains central to the 
unfolding dεbate on democracy and civic life. 
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